Directors Notes
Humans have been keeping records for thousands of years, from hieroglyphics on
the walls, to books bound to stand the test of time. The art of relaying information is
one of the core principles in our foundation as a species. This passing of knowledge,
whether to educate, control, or inspire, is a major aspect of our evolution. I was possibly one of the last generations in the Western world to grow up without everyday
access to the internet. Most of the things that sparked my interest at the time were
only available in print, since then magazines now have somewhat become a thing
of the past.
As our respective music and art movements have evolved, so has the lawlessness.
Today’s generation faces much of the same challenges of the past, however one
thing they do not have is a tangible archive that is aimed at documenting the cultural
and social trends of our current subcultural movements. While there are still a handful of companies documenting electronic music and graffiti culture, the one thing I
felt all of these were missing was the deeper, more overlooked sides to our movements, as well as a magazine that incorporates all aspects of underground music and
art that we hold dear.
This new project is noble to say the least, but was really designed out of purpose
more than anything. With a young daughter who is rapidly approaching the time
when I began to go to raves, writing graffiti, and experimenting with different social
settings, I felt the time was more crucial than ever to begin documenting what is
happening among this current digital mess that is shaping and informing our scenes.
We are pleased to bring you a magazine that is geared to bring together Jungle, Drum
& Bass, Dubstep, Bass Music, Hip-Hop and other respective music genres and fuse
them with artists, cities, and events that are helping evolve and promote the urban
lifestyles we are devoted to. At a time when the world is extremely hard to navigate,
we hope that this document finds you… for you are the people we aim to serve. We
hope to bring you up-to-date tangible media that you can relate to, that you can look
though, that you can feel, and not just scroll past. As a grass roots brand, we cannot
predict what the future has in store for us. However, we can ask that you take notice
of the global movement that we are attempting to fuel. We hope you enjoy this first
issue and support us in our mission to unite the underground community.
SUBVRS: undermining power and authority of mainstream trends, established institutions, and social status.
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MUSIC OF MENTION / DRUM&BASS

Submorphics

Artist:
Title: Detroit Haze EP
Record Label: The North Quarter
Release Date: January 19, 2018
Favorite Track:
Submorphics - Can’t Get Over You
(feat. Lenzman & Big Brooklyn Red)
Get Involved: @submorpics
www.facebook.com/submorphics
www.thenorthquarter.nl
Over the last decade there has undoubtedly been a rise of edm bass music polluting the electronic music industry.
Amid the saturated digital landscape,
its increasingly rare to find music capable of invoking feeling. One label connecting beyond the noise that has been
raising the standards in drum and bass
is The North Quarter. This no gimmicks
collection of artists has been reminding
us just what it means to connect with
our music and challenging us to once
again feel the music that is The North
Quarter. With Lenzman at the helm
carefully collecting only the cream of
the crop to join the ranks, the output
from TNQ has been nothing short of
spectacular.
The latest release by Submorphics,
“Detroit Haze” NQ005 could easily be
one of the most impeccable EP’s of the
year. Although it might not be played
across the commercial rave circuit, the
album will surely ignite the flames of
inspiration for the underground sound
community. Containing every essence
of what defines the label, Submorphics
explores his musical diversity in an album that delivers a well-balanced dose
of soul that is desperately needed in
these current times.
A reflection of his personality, the album contains structure intended to invoke feeling and take you on a musical
journey as opposed to a compilation
of tunes built for sales. The intro track
“Hot-ish” featuring SelfSays jumps
right into a Detroit hip-hop influenced
stylized West Coast flavor that hits with
conviction. From a confident swagger
to an uplifting soundscape of soulful
highs, “Don’t Be Soul Cold” carries
listeners through Submorphics signature rolling basslines and precision
placement of vocals; make this a top
shelf springtime roller.” Hitting closest
to home, “Can’t Get Over You” Feat.
subvrs / pg., 7

Although Detroit Haze is only seven
tracks (+3 bonus instrumentals) the
thoughts and feelings that are provoked
throughout the album resonate with all
walks of life. This remarkable compilation tastefully defines exactly what fast
soul music is all about.

Zed Bias

Artist:
Title: Different Response LP - Remixes
Record Label: Exit Records
Release Date: April 13, 2018
Favorite Track:
Zed Bias - Give Up The Ghost (Calibre
Remix)
Get Involved: @zed_bias
www.facebook.com/zedbiasakamaddslinky/
www.exitrecords.co.uk

Various Artist

Artist:
Title: New Blood 18
Record Label: Med School
Release Date: April 27, 2018
Favorite Track:
Stilled - After Sundown (original)
Get Involved:
http://www.medschoolmusic.com/releases/
Attempting to push the envelope for cutting edge sounds Med School fires back
with an innovative compilation featuring many under the radar artists. The
“New Blood 18” is comprised of artists
paving their own way with sound and
textures touching the obscure sides of
170BPM. This left field release showcases the range and depth Med School
will go to, to remain on the cusp of underground music.
Lakeway, a new name to us, brings a
stylized trap attitude with with juke
jungle flair, titled “Lock Off.” A fresh
take on styles becoming increasingly
popular, this tune strikes a fierce wave
of refreshment with upfront basslines
and breaks.
A familiar face to the footwork and juke
community, A.Fruit delivers a cheeky
blend of melodic souled out R&B vocals decorated with wavy simplicity
and decadence. This Russian jewel has
been making some serious commotion
and this latest release shows her range
of diversity.

Artist:
Title: Cardinal Mind
Release Date: May 4, 2018
Record Label: V recordings
Favorite Track: L-Side Jeru The Damaja, T.R.A.C. - Da Sickening (feat.
scratches by Jaybee)
Get Involved: @lsidedb
www.vrecordings.com
Leonardo de Jesus Silva, aka L-side,
found his roots as a hip-hop DJ in Sao
Paulo Brazil. This young aspiring DJ/
producer has been knocking down
doors with his basslines for some time
now. After a stellar performance at Sun
& Bass 2017, this young gun charges
right out of the gates in 2018 with
a monster LP titled Cardinal Mind.
Drawing on influences from his earlier
years as a hip-hop DJ, L-Side delivers
warm Brazilian basslines with a flare
of New York hip-hop ruffness. This new
album released in spring of 2018 on V
Recordings is sure to thrust this rising
star into the drum and bass spotlight.
An arsenal of talent can be found on
this 15 track LP. Working with some of
the biggest names in the industry, this
album definitely delivers. Appearances
from DRS, Stapleton, Collette Warren,
and Fox help give the album a solid
base of strong support capturing different styles and tempo exploration.
Highlights such as “Don’t Look Back”
sent those in attendance at La Cinta
Beach in a frenzy at the Viva Brazil...

Track 15 on the album is titled “La
Dolce Vita” (the good life) feat. MC
Conrad on vocals, it carries the essence of the golden era in drum and
bass. A shimmering intro conducted by
a soft yet soulful call to remembrance of
what the “good life” means to each and
everyone of us. Textured with shapely
drums, this masterpiece procures emotions reserved for those intimate dance
floor moments curated by Conrad himself; an instant classic for new and old
drum and bass heads alike.

Bredren

Artist:
Title: City Clan EP
Record Label: Flexout Audio
Release Date: May 11, 2018
Favorite Track:
Bredren - Whose Rights
Get Involved: @bredren_be
www.facebook.com/BredrenBE/
www.flexoutaudio.com
www.flexoutaudio.bandcamp.com

Artist:

Jubei/Marcus Intalex
Title: Fanny’s Ya Aunt
Record Label: Metalheadz
Release Date: June 18, 2018
Favorite Track:
Jubei & Marcus IntalexFanny’s Ya Aunt
Get Involved: @pauljubei
www.facebook.com/pauljubei
www.metalheadz.co.uk

Quadrant & Iris

Artist:
Title: Calculated Risk EP
Release Date: June 18, 2018
Record Label: Dispatch Recordings
Favorite Track:
Quadrant, Kid Hops, & Iris - Mircosleep (Dauntless & Ant TC1 Remix)
Get Involved: @leequadrant @irisdnb
www.facebook.com/QuadrantDnB/
www.facebook.com/irisdnb/
www.dispatchrecordings.com

Artist:

The Untouchables

Title: Mutations
Record Label: Samurai Music
Release Date: June 8 , 2018
Favorite Track:
The Untouchables - This Generation
Get Involved: @theuntouchablez
www.samuraimusic.bandcamp.com

Jaybee/Dave Owen

Artist:
Title: Sacrifice
Release Date: April 2, 2018
Record Label: Mac 2 Digital
Favorite Track:
Jaycee & Dave Owen Grimey Shit (Original Mix)
Get Involved: @dave_owen
www.facebook.com/JaybeeDNB
www.mac2records.bandcamp.com

After Sundown - Stillhead is an amazing
autonomic number filled with uplifting
melodies that soar deep into the early
hours of the morning.

Zero T

Artist:
Title: Little Pieces EP
Record Label: Dispatch Recordings
Release Date: March 2, 2018
Favorite Track:
Zero T - You Choose Feat. Stamina &
Villem
Get Involved: @zerotdnb
www.dispatchrecordings.com

“Night Prowler” feat. Inja rolling
through sickening basslines with a
King of the Rollers fragrance, the duo
deliver a tear out sound worthy of pull
back every single time.

L-Side

Various Artists

Artist:
Title: Empire State Remixes
Record Label: Blu Mar Ten Music
Release Date: March 23, 2018
Favorite Track:
Blu Mar Ten - Fall From Grace Feat.
Kite
(Technimatic Remix)
Get Involved: @Blumarten
@technimatic
www.blumarten.com

Mohican Sun

Artist:
Title: Cold Earth EP
Record Label: Integral Records
Release Date: February 09, 2018
Favorite Track:
Mohican Sun - Don’t Wait (Original
Mix)
Get Involved: @mohicansun
www.integralrecords.co.uk

showcase at Sun and Bass 2017, alongside a synchronistic performance from
Darrison; this is sure to set every summer party off right.

Sun and Bass Recordings
Release date: April 20, 2018
Favorite Track: Marcus Intalex Roller 170
Get Involved:
http://www.sunandbass.net

Lenzman & Big Brooklyn Red might be
the most impactful tracks of this 10 track
EP, comprised of everything needed for
a world class groove. Built on elegant
drums coated by synthesized harmonies
they deliver the perfect amount of room
for the vocals to breathe. Big Brooklyn
Red’s impassioned lyrics carry emotions of the absolute best of heartbreak
and love.

Marcus Intalex

Artist:
Title: Marcus Intalex

The album is filled with mostly up and
coming artists touching on a wide
range of styles from autonomic, downtempo, footwork, half-time, and drum
and bass, this latest New Blood release
features some serious rising stars such
as Natus, Out Of Fuel, Koherent, OX7GEN, Sweetpea, Constrict, and Soela.
subvrs / pg., 8

MUSIC OF MENTION / BEATS and JUNGLE

M.O.M.,

(contd)

/ DUBSTEP, BASS MUSIC

and his own label CHAPTERS, Thelem
has made it apparent that he wants to
break out of the traditional dubstep
mould.
His first release on CHAPTERS, titled
“Ninety 3 EP” exhibited his versatility. With his follow up, scheduled to
be released in August, his atmospheric
minimal approach is sure to raise the
bar yet again.

BSN Posse

Record Label: Heavy Traffic Recordings
Release Date: April 20, 2018
Favorite Track:
A Hundred Drums Feat. Jayne Gray Lord of Tings (Original Mix)
Get Involved: @a_hundred_drums
@jaynegray808
www.heavytrafficrecordings.bandcamp.com

His new project titled “Third Time
Lucky” is reverberating throughout festivals all over North America and testing and blurring the lines between festival trap, dubstep, and future bass. The
new project was teased with a single
“Overshoot” which brings an entirely
new dimension to the introspective music makers repertoire.

Artist:
Title: Golden Brown
Record Label: True Color
Release Date: April 2, 2018
Favorite Track: Mr. International
ft., Calculon
Get Involved: @bsn_posse
@nikcalculon
www.facebook.com/bsnposse/
www.truecolorlabel.bandcamp.com

Title: Black Wax Ep
Record Label: N/A
Release Date: February 2, 2018
Favorite Track:
Gil Scott Never Lied (feat. DJ Babu)
Get Involved: @hueybriss
www.blackwax.bandcamp.com/album/
black-wax

Von D

Sun People

Artist:
Title: Serenity EP
Record Label: Modern Ruin Recds
Release Date: March 23, 2018
Favorite Track: Sun People - Cry
Get Involved: @sunpeople
www.modernruinrecords.bandcamp.
com
The Sun People have made relentless
noise with thier latest Ep. A crown
jewel for the left of center heads the album holds the keys to all things sacred
to jungle. “Cry” is filled with airy keys,
touched along a exterestial bassline
bringing the vocals to life. This rough
yet downtwmpoish beat rides the edge
of slicing deep to the core of a halftimey
footwork feel.
“Mechanism” the uses gritty synths
and stabs in place of airy keys to build a
lethal drum track designed to shake any
dancefloor. “Never” is a delightfully
minimal contribution from the versatile
producer, veering away from the norm.
Sun People showcases a calm outlook
on music, drawing on well placed percussion, vocals, and building beautiful
dance music soundscapes.
subvrs / pg., 9

Thelem

Artist:
Title: Overshoot
Record Label: Chapters
Release Date: March 2, 2018
Favorite Track:
Thelem - Overshoot (Original Mix)
Get Involved: @thelem_
www.chapters-music.bandcamp.com
Thelem hailing from the UK is now
currently residing in Los Angeles, California and has wasted no time getting
down to business. After banging out
hypnotizing releases on Artikal Music
UK, Crucial Recordings, Deep, Dark,
& Dangerous, Innamind Recordings,

Artist:
Title: Frictions Feat. Rider Shafique
Record Label: Dubs Galore
Release Date: April 16, 2018
Favorite Track:
Von D Feat. Rider Shafique - Frictions
(Original Mix)
Get Involved: @von_d
@r7gin
@dubsgalorerecs

LX One

Artist:
Title: Mad Them feat. Fox

A Hundred Drums

Artist:
Title: Audio Ruins EP

After a monumental performance along
side Evidence at the Los Angeles venue
The NOVO the sky is the limit for these
two.
“The finesse won’t be televised”
- Huey Briss

but sweet appearance is a bonus, so put
both of these skilled rhymers on your
radar if they’re not already.

Artist:

SHADES

DUBSTEP, BASS MUSIC

rather to challenge those to snap to reality and be better than standard.

Huey Briss/Niko Beats

Artist:
Title: The Saga
Record Label: Deadbeats
Release Date: MAy 23, 2018
Favorite Track:
Shades - The Saga
Get Involved: @shadesofrhythm
www.deadbeatsofficial.com

MUSIC OF MENTION

MUSIC OF MENTION / HIP-HOP

Record Label: Stripes Records
Release Date: July 06, 2018
Favorite Track:
LX One - Mad Them feat. Fox (original
mix)
Get Involved: @lxone_
@ fox_shiddleywoi
www.stripesrecords.com

Huey Briss x Nikobeats are no strangers to the competitive musical jungle
we know as Los Angeles, swinging for
the fences with a compilation of emotion that strikes eerily close to the days
of early west coast hip hop. A modern
perspective containing the essence of
the struggle that is Southern California. Huey Briss strikes fear into the
snakes in the grass, sniping with lyrical precision he aims right for the heart
with “Gil Scott Never Lied.” Played on
repeat, the mysterious sound textures of
Nikobeats hit with conviction of a true
LA sound while feeling free of watered
down styles polluting todays rap industry.
The Seven Track Album released in
the spring of 2018 made some serious waves in the underground hip-hop
community. With a minimal approach
beat wise, the simplicity allows for
clarity on the vocals, complemented by
crisp drums and tempos that exemplify
their gentleman like dedication to the
art over the trends. “Strings of Life”
‘plucks’ with elegant piano strokes and
abrasively engaging artistic cynicism.
A melodic direction of their album but
complementary, helping break the album dialogue apart.
With every track carrying it’s own
weight throughout the album, “Lady
Blue” concludes this assemblage
with professional finesse that is rare in
todays ‘confused’ hip-hop culture. An
upfront call to the fakers and the haters,
challenges listeners to retaliate with a
stylized warrior mentality, however, not
in a manner that is bigger or better, but

Stef Smith

Jose Xavier

Artist:
Title: FADE001
Record Label: N/A
Release Date: March 30, 2018
Favorite Track:
“Cycles” feat. Quadry (Prod. Swinger)
Get Involved: @josexavierjs
www.soundcloud.com/josexavierjs/
sets/fade001
Baton Rouge is often pigeonholed by
the sound associated with Boosie
Badazz or more recently, YoungBoy,
Never Broke Again. However, there’s
a much different style in the city that’s
been bubbling for years and is starting
to make it’s presence felt on a larger
scale. Jose Xavier and Quadry are two
such artists, so it should come as no
surprise they are collaborators. Both
MCs are part of the talented Black Cypress crew but are best represented by
their solo work.
Xavier, formerly known as Blaze Jose,
closed out March with his debut solo
release FADE001, which exemplifies what he brings to the table. His
southern-fried sensibilities permeate
the project, but his song “Cycles” with
Quadry is the shining moment. Fellow
Black Cypress member Swiger samples
The Hics’ “Lines” and turns it into a
bonafide country rap tune (R.I.P. Pimp
C). Xavier’s hook is infectious, his flow
is slick and the verse comes from a genuine point of view. Quadry’s short...

Artist:
Title: Sdnl Vol. 1
Record Label: N/A
Release Date: April 1, 2018
Favorite Track:
Stef Smith - “Down”
Get Involved: @stef_smith_o
www.soundcloud.com/stef_smith

Free Wize Men

Artist:
Title: Numberz
Record Label: N/A
Release Date: February 28, 2018
Favorite Track:
Free Wize Men - Numberz (Prod.
Kydro)
Get Involved:
www.freewizemen.bandcamp.com

The Mouse Outfit

Artist:
Title: Jagged Tooth Crook
Record Label:
Release Date: May 4, 2018
Favorite Track: Trigger The Wave (feat.
Ellis Meade & Dubbul O)
Get Involved: @themouseoutfit
www.themouseoutfit.com
www.themouseoutfit.bandcamp.com
Summer arrived early with one of the
finest contemporary hip hop groups
from Manchester. The Mouse Outfit has
been quiet as of late, teasing the new
album late last year with the single,
“I Wonder” from IAMDDB and FOX
which brought well needed taste of sunshine and soul. Dropping in May 2018,
“Jagged Tooth Crook” could possibly
be one of the hottest albums out of
Manchester this year. A full length 17
track album is the crews third studio
album and is nothing short of superlative vibes. With a noticeable amount of
features the impassioned compilation
shows diverse fluidity as the composition of tracks flow flawlessly. The album has many familiar names from the
previous albums, with much of the production coming from Defty, Chini, and
Metronome.
“Money” - (feat Berry Blacc, Dubbul O, & T-Man) comprise the jazzy
b-bop signature sounds we have come
to love from the group. Vocally, verses
of conviction exemplify the hardships
and struggle of the highs and lows of
monetary woes, the song carries a light
decadence that uplifts and transcends
the illusion of financial importance.
Other highlights on the album include
“Trigger the Wave” - (feat Ellis Meade
& Dubbul O) perhaps the brightest tune
of the 17, strikes listeners directly with
bassline conviction. Tailored with atmospheric rolling kicks and snares this
is the perfect ‘windows down’ summer
time vibe.
Appearances from IAMDDB, Kinkai,
Black Josh, Fox, Dr. Syntax and others
leave no players on the bench. This follow up to the previous album delivers
on every musical level with style and
grace. This is a must for any summer
time backyard party or afternoon sunset barbecue.
subvrs / pg., 10

As Told by Anonymous...

    So this past week I played a music festival in Europe, and it was definitely one for the books. The event was a 70,000-100,000 person
Electronic Music Festival with over 20+ areas consisting of mainly Techno, but with other stages hosting Psy, Dub, Reggae, Live Bands, and
of course a wicked drum and bass stage as well. Getting to the festival was quite the hassle, as I had a full day of work on Saturday and just
barely made my train heading to the airport. When my plane arrived at the closest airport, I had to wait for almost an hour and a half for the
artist transport to pick me up and take me to the festival site. Checking in just in time for my set at 12:30 a.m. alongside an amazing DJ (not to
be named), I geared up to roll it out til just after 2 a.m. in a busy tent with about 1,500 people. It was a wicked show, but the real chaos would
commence afterwards.
    I absolutely loved getting lost on this epic field with different stages and hanging with close friends who were there, all while getting properly
pissed. During my set, I laid eyes on this chick who I had quite a thing with a few years back. I only saw her for a second as I was completely
busy with all the peeps backstage and couldn’t make my way to her in the crowd. As if she knew already (its almost impossible to get out from
back stage), she made her way behind the stage to find me. Don’t ask me how she managed to get around the security, she must have charmed
them somehow. As it happened, we ended up hanging out all night roaming around the stages with other homies enjoying a good rave!
     Since I had to return back to my hometown after the gig, I did not ask for a hotel as it was planned to be a quick in and out type of night- arrive
around midnight, play my set, rock out for a couple hours, and fly back home to arrive late Sunday evening and go back to work on Monday.
The promoters prepared and artist camping area with tents that they had set up with sleeping bags for artists to chill, so I ended up registering
for one of these and left my bag to continue carrying on partying. The plan was to to crash at some point and sleep for a few hours before my
pick-up at 1 p.m. Sunday to get back to the airport and catch my flight in the evening. Of course, that never happened! I ended up not going back
to the artist camp all night. Instead I decided to get on partying all night to techno and checking the other areas with a pretty girl on my arm.
I managed to make it back to the artist office five minutes before I was supposed to leave to let them know I cannot take my artist pick-up to
return to the airport. They were definitely quite puzzled, since it was quite a mission to to get back to the airport from the middle of nowhere and
pass on my paid flight. With a smile on my face, I told them that I didn’t care about my paid flight and I would make my way home somehow
if they could bring me to the nearest train station in the evening. Quite a silly move, I know - but it was impossible to leave this mind-blowing
festival Sunday afternoon - at the best time, obviously! So after dealing with that, I set out once again to hang with my mates and the girl I had
been with most of the night, but then it got interesting.
    Earlier in the night I saw this girl who I did not know and instantly liked, which girl number one was definitely not happy about. Luckily
for me, knowing girl number one and our history, I was well aware that she was also not opposed to girls. So we carried on just the three of
us, partying throughout the day. It was a lovely time with these two ladies, and we got quite close at some points. However as time flew, it was
evening again in what seemed like just minutes, time to catch my second artist pickup, and my last chance to leave the festival and make it home
just in time to get to work in the morning.
At this point, the clothes had come off, and with the girls lying about kissing heavily, it was apparent I had missed my window. I broke up
the kissing session and had to tell them that it’s time to go, otherwise my travel plans would be completely fucked. Obviously, it didn’t seem
to bother them as it seemed they were going to have just as much fun without me. So I packed my stuff, brought back the sleeping bag I never
used, and hopped on my pick-up to the train station. It took us almost an hour and I nearly missed the train, but with a smile on my face, I began
the 11 hour journey (that had to be paid for out of pocket) back home. I crashed on the train rinsed from 24 hours of straight partying and dreamt
about the what would have happened with the two ladies if I didn’t have to leave because of work.
    In the end, I arrived back home at 5 a.m. Monday morning with enough time for a quick nap before having to go to work a few hours later.
Seriously knackered, but super happy I made the slow trek to work which was sure to be a long week but refreshed by an amazing Sunday afternoon in love with the music and the extra time spent, and of course the company of two lovely ladies. That’s the way it goes sometimes!
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by

AMANDA H
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What sound are you developing and gravitating towards right now?
KHIVA: My sound right now is in an interesting place, one I’m super stoked on as I feel like I’m finding my own voice more than ever, but its still
strong along the lines of 140 and heavy bass.
What initially motivated you to want to be a female DJ/ producer?
K: I’ve been heavily impacted by music since I was really young; mostly bands and the like into my teens. I definitely noticed it was a very male dominated scene, as there were only a handful of us (females) and it was always a bit intimidating or maybe even taboo to be on the other side of the railing.
I low key found this frustrating and strange haha but it just seemed to be the way it was. Once I found DJ’ing quite a few years later, it was a relieving gateway for me to be able to express and compile everything I was really feeling and wanted to do with music. I’ve never chose to be a female
anything, only myself.
What labels are you releasing on?
K: Right now I’m with Deep, Dark, & Dangerous (DDD). I’m super stoked on DDD and it’s growth and vision, everyone on the label is wicked and
extremely talented and the sound they are pushing is really motivating. Everyone has their own identity within the DDD sound.
Are you the only female on DDD?
K: Currently the only female producer on the label yes, but there are also some super awesome vocalists and musicians that have been a big part of
releases over the last couple years as well, like Animai and Lelijveld. Guaranteed this is going to change with time, and I’m stoked!
What do you think we can we do to promote women in underground music?
K: One of the main things I think we can do is take responsibility for our own awareness. The way we look at things, and how we think about and react
to things. Even as a female artist myself, I feel we are socialized to look at things a certain way. When we first hear or see something, 9 times out of 10
we subconsciously make judgments, whether positive or negative. Unfortunately, it is a common occurrence that when something is done by a woman
there comes attached preconceived ideas that often result in the work not being taken seriously or a sense of disbelief that the person worked hard for it.
Goes the same for men too, just perhaps on a different scale. So I think what we really need to focus on is our own power of awareness as people, not
the default reactions of social constructs. It comes down to a lot more than that, but I think at the end of the day it’s about promoting equality, not just
women, and becoming conscious of the walls we put up in our minds.

With the a current festival trend taking hold in North America, there seems to be no shortage of festy-kids consuming dubstep and bass music by the spoonful. With many of the larger festivals still focused on the the “brostep” and psychedelic driven styles of bass music, there are a few artist and labels pushing to bring structured
beats back to the frontline. One label who’s arsenal of talent has carefully been infiltrating almost every festival
lineup and major bass music party in North America this year is Deep, Dark, & Dangerous. Founded by the duo
know as TRUTH, Andre Fernandez, one-half of the duo, has been at the helm of the North American operations
for a few years now. Over the past few years Deep, Dark, & Dangerous have been picking through the mass of
young producers making waves to develop a strike team that is not only well rounded but dangerous on the beats.
Amid the new force of talent driving the label to new immeasurable heights is Jessie le Couteur aka KHIVA.
This Deep, Dark, & Dangerous brain child has been tastefully making noise in the Pacific Northwest of Vancouver B.C. With an extremely responsive EP last year, she dropped some intel on what its like being a female
producer as well as some insight on how she tries to remain unique. With a recent signing to SUB.MISSION
agency the calendar is looking busy with bookings at Shambhala and Outlook Festival this is undoubtedly going
to be a big year for KHIVA.

What are you currently doing to remain unique in defining your sound and style?
K: I add vocals to a lot of my tracks; it really helps me include more of myself in the music and create sounds that are one of a kind. Feels more personal. Whether or not I end up using that later doesn’t really matter, but I find it really helps the process and just adds an organic element.
Where are you drawing your influences musically and what’s keeping you excited?
K: I feel like my core essence draws strongly from stuff I listened to as a kid, which was a lot of heavy music, but takes on my current personality. My
inspiration comes from really random things. It can be from something as simple as particular look of something or my surroundings and environment,
but I find also when I’m traveling I gain a lot from the people and cultures. Even if I don’t know the culture super well, I’ll formulate ideas based on
how it sounds or the way the people interact, it sparks my imagination. I spent some time in Turkey a couple years ago, and the entire experience really
inspired me to incorporate these feelings into music. I also attribute a lot of my inspiration to dreams. They’re so vivid and powerful that often I’ll
wake up with a feeling that resonates with me for a few days, and I’ll write a song based on this.
What are your plans for the rest of the year, where do you see yourself going in the next five years?
K: I’m very stoked about forthcoming releases, as well as what the year is going to be holding in terms of gigs and tours, so stay tuned! Over the last
few months I’ve definitely been working in new directions, there has been a shift in my approach to my music I’m super stoked about that. In addition
to my current projects, I also have a lot of vocal tunes that are a lot mellower and have a much softer approach, so I’m amped to share more of that
material. After the last EP, I received a lot feedback that left me really motivated and humbled, all I want to do is continue to grow my craft and give it
all back. Its an amazing time for bass music; there are so many amazing producers that are breaking boundaries, and I want to be part of it.
Do you feel a new resurgence in deep Dubstep and 140?
K: 100%. There are quite a few festivals that are really promoting underground artists that you would not normally see. You can see it happening in the
States and Canada with bigger festivals, and a pretty strong increase in events in Europe and the UK. We’ve definitely felt it over the last five years but
mostly over the last two. It’s undeniable. It’s really dope to see more underground artists touring and getting some shine. Just recently we have seen
DDD get moved from ‘bass music’ to this ‘Leftfield’ bass, so obviously things are changing haha. Its great to see people getting more recognition for a
sound that, to some, has been very under the radar, and I’m super excited to for what’s to come.

By SUBVRS staff

Last shouts?
Huge love and shouts to everyone for the continued support, the DDD family, be sure to pick up my new release DDD035 titled Fresh Cut Love/ Aphrodite out in July.

We had a chance to speak with Shield, one of Denmark’s rising stars of the bass music world. He has made a name for himself with massive
tunes such as horror movie and his 2016 My Flava EP on Ivy Lab’s 20/20LDN label, and he continues making waves with new music on the
way. Check out the man making so much noise from Copenhagen:
Want to say many thanks for doing this! Here we go...
What are you most excited about in drum&bass in 2018?
What is currently on your radar and what are you looking forward to?
SHIELD: I recently had a release on Camo & Krooked’s ‘Mozaik’ remix compilation, which is a huge honor to me. I’ve been listening to
these dudes for many years and to be on their album, alongside the heavy hitters of drum&bass, is just crazy! I’m working on quite a lot of
new remixes as well, but the biggest priority right now, is to finish my debut album which will drop late summer.
I’m getting really inspired by some of the new-generation artists blowing up at the moment. It’s so great to hear some of these young bedroom
fanatics and their incredible creative music haha! 2018 is already looking like another solid year with solid music!
I’m looking forward to my first tour in the states - some great venues and festivals I already heard good stuff about, can’t wait!
Can you tell us more about what you are working on? You produce a variety of styles from straight up dnb to halftime and even some music on the hip hop/funk spectrum. What can we expect from the album?
S: Currently I’m trying to finish as much music as I can for the album and then when I have about 20 tracks, I will choose about 12 to put on
the album. It needs to be a variety of moods, and I’m really focused on showing loads of different styles!
It will be a nice mix of club bangers and experimental stuff ranging from 85-140 bpm - everything with the touch of funk/soul samples, weird
bass synths and recorded textures!
Were you excited to be in the States this time around! Do you have any favorite clubs or cities/countries that you have played in recently?
S: My favorite country has to be Canada so far! The tour I had back in August was mind blowing - the scene over there is so refreshing and the
energy I received at every show was fantastic! Shambhala was the highlight of the tour, hands down! Crazy people dancing to crazy music <3
How does playing in Canada compare to playing in Denmark? Europe?
S: Well, first of all, let me just say that the beats scene in Denmark is quite small. There’s still people trying to keep it alive, but it’s very few
and the attendance for these events are so random, so it’s quite hard for a promoter to book acts from other countries. I’ve played some cool
gigs in Europe, but the bookings have always been through the drum&bass scene, so the vibes are completely different compared to Canada.
The tour I did in Canada showed me a new side of beats. I’m from the UK sound, so I was very surprised to hear all these acts that played
glitchy and fucked up weird music haha! Definitely broadened my musical horizon, which I’m very thankful for. But yeah, you can’t really
compare Canada to Europe - different vibes, different crowds. :)
Are there any other Danish artists that people should be aware of?
Yes, these are artists I think people should definitely check out:
- Bwoy De Bhajan -

Amazing producer creating exotic textural beats. His live performances with his pair of SP-404’s is truly outstanding. His music is always
telling a story!
by NICHOLAS PESKADO

- Alvarado -

Talented lyricist who never disappoints. She has so many ways of telling a story and her ability to flow on every beat is inspiring!
- Black Daniels -

Denmarks finest ‘Master of Ceremonies’. Having performed with all (and I mean ALL) the biggest Drum&Bass acts, he has now put his time
in the studio and is wrapping up his next EP, produced by me. Fuego incoming!
- Rob Smyles -

Gifted young producer with a punchy sound. His beats has so much depth and I’ve been inspired a lot by listening to his music. Boom bap
meets future beats!
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CITY SPOTLIGHT

The world is a weird and twisted
place these days. Our new generation is plagued by rinsed out
scenes, stolen styles, and lack
of substance from every direction. We are more connected than
ever before, however, originality
seems to be a thing of the past.
For the underground communities around the globe, there still
seems to be waves being made in
cities that are on the cutting edge
and reestablishing life into subcultural movements worldwide.
    Anyone familiar with Los Angeles knows that it is a cultural
melting pot and breeding ground
for some of the most recognized
brands, parties, and artists in the
world. The roots run deep in this
city, and now more than ever we
look to the trends of the past to
help pave a new comprehensive movement that inspires the
youth to innovate their respective scenes into the future. This
issue features a city spotlight on
Los Angeles, arguably one of the
biggest, most competitive cities
in the world; what is happening within the city and how is it
pushing the envelope and cutting
trends in art and music?
    Connecting us to the beat of
the Los Angeles streets is FISHE.
A veteran of Los Angeles subculture, Fishe (or Piston, depending
on what circles you frequent) has
been a long standing figure in
both Graffiti and Underground
music. From the glory days of
early L.A. Jungle Parties, and
late night graffiti missions, to a
professional art career, Fishe has
watched the city shift for more...
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than 20 years.

Los Angeles has always been a
very immersive culture fueled by
so many unique scenes. Some of
the biggest and most recognizable graffiti crews, artists, and
promotion companies have found
their start here. With the subculture scene developing over the
last 30 years, the foundation that
is the underground community is
deeply engrained in Los Angeles’
history. Since the early days of
Jungle and the heydays of graffiti, countless artists have found
their claim to fame by navigating through different avenues. In
a city that never seems to sleep,
what has set LA apart from the
rest of the world post 2000’s?

Fishe: I was really lucky to be

around during that era, it was a
very transitional point. It was
right when my graffiti crew KOG
and LTS were both really starting
to stand out in the scene, and it
was when my DJ’ing started to
take off. I changed my graffiti
name right at that time, I didn’t
want the two to be be inter correlated. Right around 2000-2002
the music seemed to be changing, it was getting a lot darker,
the scene was growing, and the
events all of a sudden started
having thousands of people. At
the shift, drum and bass started
making it to the bigger rooms and
because of that, just the number
of people that were involved really gave a different impression
to people from other cities.
During this transition, the internet became net became a factor

in both the electronic music communities and in the graffiti communities, so both really had a different level of exposure. Before
that time there were different
scenes bubbling up all over the
world, but when people saw the
size of the scene that was happening here, the amount of DJ’s,
graffiti artists, and the sheer volume of quality work really made
an impact and made LA stand out
from a lot of other cities and has
been the base for the momentum
the city has right now.
At the present, some may say Los
Angeles is slightly lawless. With
a major revitalization in all areas
of the underground community,
we have begun to see a lot more
graffiti surviving the buff, illegal run up murals, and late night
warehouse parties. This combination of scenes has been making
for an explosive scene not seen
in L.A. for many years. While
much of this movement is technically illegal, much of the cities’ attention has been reserved
for the serious problems such as
homelessness and crime; the city
is simply too big to police at all
times. Lately, it feels as though
authorities seem to be turning a
blind eye towards graffiti and late
night warehouse parties again.
Do you think it will last?

Fishe: I feel the cops prioritize
crimes by importance, and a lot
of times there is not an infinite
budget to erase graffiti. I think
right now there are certain spots
that they are kind of giving up
on, some places it just seems like
it’s a waste of money. There are

definitely a lot of areas that have
become more tolerant of graffiti
such as downtown, over by the
tracks, by the river, and by the
Arts District which is interesting
and fine, but then the graffiti in
those areas becomes less important, it’s like the “safe” place to
paint, and I personally prefer to
see graffiti in places where it’s
not acceptable.
I am noticing more little street
level yards that have been popping up that weren’t there before.
I feel like there is less tagging
these days, but there are more
kids trying to do more quality
work, it’s always changing and
flowing through different trends.
Sometimes bubble throw-ups are
the thing, sometimes it’s acid on
glass, but I kind of miss the era
between 1997 and 2007 which
was really a high point in Los
Angeles graffiti; it had a really
interesting dialogue. Possibly because a lot of the guys that were
helping shape that era all transitioned into becoming professional artists, weather it was SABER,
ZES, WRATH, or PISA, they really were pushing the quality and
taking it to that next level. It’s
kind of sad to see that those types
of styles and attitudes aren’t really present in graffiti anymore. I
feel like now the kids just want
to do a throw-up on everything,
and that’s fine, but it’s really just
one dimensional and it’s made it
less inspiring to go out there and
create dialogue with them.
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In all areas it seems like like the authorities are becoming more tolerant, they might be turning a blind eye, but as long as it is not a serious crime,
I feel like they are just learning to co-exist.
So much of the Los Angeles music scene remains club driven. There are only a handful of states that allow for alcohol to be sold past 2am. Over
the last eight years there has been a major push in California to have the hours of alcohol sales pushed back. At the moment, there is a proposed
measure that just passed putting the new 4 a.m. drinking law back on the ballet for California, do you think this will help or hinder the warehouse party scene and drive music back in the directions of clubs, etc.?

Fishe: I think it will help. I’ve traveled all over the world, and most of the time, people don’t show up until midnight. In Los Angeles this is

generally the attitude too, but people tend to try to squeeze in a lot of drinking in a short amount of time. When I came into the scene, it was
always underground parties. We went until the sun came up, and we never left until six or seven AM; I really miss that. So I feel if we can get
back to the energy that happens later in the night, it is really magical. So I think it’s going to help all around.

Over the last 15 years the city has seen massive amount of development, with many areas being converted into high-rise complexes and
artist lofts. We have slowly watched the once very gritty landscape
shift from undesirable to modern buildings with breweries, galleries,
and restaurants. It seems more apparent than ever that less and less
people residing in Los Angeles are actually from here. With any major
influx of new people, the scenes and crews developed over the last 10,
20, and 30 years seems to have a lack of true LA culture within graffiti, underground music, and the party scene. Do you think that these
scenes are seriously lacking the core foundations they once had?

Fishe: I think in some areas, Graffiti has suffered. Before, there was

a lot more direct contact between the older and younger generations.
There was more tradition, rules, respect, and things were passed down
on a much more personal level. With the advent of the internet, there
seems to be a lot of kids jumping into the culture with no real knowledge or history, and that has over all ruined the scene. Now there is no
respect for murals or pieces, and nothing is sacred.
However, I feel the core group involved in music has been the same
in house, jungle, and techno; many of the people that helped build the
scenes have been there the whole time. The new kids coming up today
seem like they are just helping to reinvigorate the older people. So I
feel that the new generation is helping push the older people who have
been there since the beginning to continue creating events that are
educating the younger generation.
Los Angeles has, since its inception, been a breeding ground for culture and style. One aspect that is truly LA is diversity. From different
cultures, races, and looks, one thing that has remained consistent in LA
is the diverse groups of people in every scene. However, with so many
subcultures, people tend to gravitate towards specific scenes. This can
create the sentiment that the Los Angeles graffiti and music scenes
are notoriously cliquey and stand-offish. Currently we are seeing a
lot more more functions that are incorporating different crews, music
genres, and promoters trying to work together. Do you think that the
current scene is more or less diverse now than the early 2000’s?

Fishe: I feel there is more of a mixing of the tribes, and I feel it’s

important. I didn’t like when things were so homogenized where you
would only see drum and bass kids at the drum and bass parties, or
house kids at the house parties. I personally have always enjoyed going to a rave just as much as going to reggae, punk, house, or salsa
shows. I don’t think it’s good to limit one’s personal exposure. I did
find that back in the day people didn’t like to intermingle between
scenes as much.
I really like the intermingling of the tribes right now, it’s making our
whole underground culture stronger. With the pack in pack out festival
culture, reducing the amount of plastic trash, a lot of these ideas from
the younger festival kids need to permeate into other subcultures that
are very plastic and disposable. I feel there is also now a noticeably
more conscious and spiritual aspect, which sounds kind of hokey, but
it’s an important part of the underground culture that has been missing.
With festival culture taking North America by storm, we are beginning to see a lot more 36 hour weekend gatherings. This resurgence in
parties has undoubtedly been exposing more people to art, music, and
social awareness. There is currently a feeling that many of the North
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American festival promoters are just trying to capitalize on this niche
in the market. Many of these events have started to have a similar feel,
booking many of the same artists and productions. What do you think
has helped set So-Cal festivals apart from the rest of the country?

Fishe: Above all, we started it. I’m sure there were a lot of other

festivals going on, but So-cal kind of set the standard between parties
like Coachella, EDC, and Nation. From the beginning, just the size,
scale, and quality of production were always the best in Los Angeles.
I think above all we developed that model, and everyone else is still
just trying to play catchup with what we have been doing for the better
part of 20 years.
Every major city has been witnessing growth of music and art trends,
such as Detroit, Miami, Austin, and New Orleans; however, there
seems to be something goliath about Los Angeles. The sheer size of
the city sets these movements apart, but with rampant homelessness,
disparity, and a hustle and bustle lifestyle, it seems to compel people
to bring forth a different edge. While there is simply no way to prevent change, the current environment of gentrification has been real
for quite a few years now. With the Los Angeles Arts District only
a couple blocks from Skid Row, an area where many of the cities
homeless, addicted, and mentally ill reside, there seems to be no end
to the waves of new people forcing these people out to make way for
the art movement. Do you think the social acceptance of areas like
the Arts District, pop-up galleries, and art-walks have been helpful?
Does it seem to be a positive art movement happening right now in
Los Angeles?

Fishe: I’m not sure if it’s hurting or helping, but I do know that it’s

getting very big and there is definitely a lot of room for growth. I feel
that LA seems to have quickly become the capital of the art world, or
seems to be much more influential than it has in the past. I think illegal
graffiti is the only kind of graffiti there should be. I accept and respect
a lot of graffiti writers turned muralists, but once they do the mural,
it should offer something different. Once you remove the illegality
from it, you remove the heart and soul of graffiti. Once you remove
the clandestine aspect of it, you remove it’s power. When you are getting paid to do letters on something, then you’re just a sign painter,
or you’re an aerosol artist that’s creating a mural. If you’re transitioning, then thats what we call it, what it is. I really don’t like how
the younger generation puts graffiti over murals, they’re an important
part of the community and it’s just really disrespectful and crass. I
think there are so many new mediums and amazing innovative places
to paint that people haven’t even thought of, and the new generation
seem to just be shooting fish in a barrel. They think “I’m just gonna
paint something”.
I feel there are more artists making work and trying to put themselves
on the market right now, which kind of over saturates the market because there are only so many people actually paying for art. I like
that art is more accepted in more formal places. I think it’s important
that museums show graffiti art and that it’s accepted. As far as the
Arts District and galleries go, I think there’s a lot of pirates and a lot
of people just trying to capitalize off of it. I feel that there is a lot of
stratification within the art world. The high brow art people don’t mix
with the low brow art people, the low brow people don’t mix with the
graffiti people. There is a bit of intermingling, but everyone is kind of
carving their own niche and it seems to be creating a very diverse and
splintered art market.
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What would you like to see more of in Los Angeles?

Fishe: I would like to see more mixing of the tribes, and I’d like to see a more homogenized dance culture. I think more two room parties with

with mixed genres, it doesn’t need to be two rooms of house or bass music. Maybe tech-house in room one and dubstep and jungle in room two.
I think it would be cool to see more of the underground communities coming together and becoming a larger community. I think more mixing
of the tribes within music, art, and graffiti, specifically in graffiti. We need more innovation, kids have better spray paint now, more access to
information with the internet. I’d really like to see the younger generation really pushing the art forward. I feel like LA was on the forefront
holding the torch for a lot of years, and in the past five years other scenes and international artists have really out shined us. I’d really like to see
a resurgence of L.A. artists coming back.

It’s no doubt that the perfect mix of sunshine, good weed, strong art movements, and a bustling party scene makes Los Angeles a trend setting
capital. With solid momentum in all aspects of art and music, there seems to be a turning of the tides brewing. With countless social issues
plaguing the city, the struggle of the grind is truly making for a survival of the fittest atmosphere. As in most cultures, it sometimes takes hitting a tremendous low to ignite movement and, dare we say, spark a revolution. While much of the younger generation has challenges unseen
by those of the past, they also have the tools to overcome them. Among the subcultures we have begun to see new artists changing the urban
landscape, a music scene fueled by late night parties, and artists from all over the world once again making this a must stop city.
Now more than ever, the past and present generations need to make an effort to connect and see eye to eye, for the
only way to continue promoting this thriving culture is to educate people about our culture.
Welcome to Los Angeles.

CITY SPOTLIGHT
Words: Steven Kast

Wendy “Random” Chavez is a photographer from Los Angeles
who has been documenting the streets and culture of LA for years.
Chavez prefers to capture subjects in natural or candid environments. Emphasizing on today’s modern society, she focuses on
the everyday people who hold a
region’s authenticity, but she is
also drawn into urban landscapes
and creative art forms.
As she got older, she began to
get eager to learn more about
photography and was curious to
explore the possibilities on what
else a camera had to offer. By the
time Wendy was a teenager, her
parents were excessively strict
on her, simply because “she was
a girl”. During her high school
years, Wendy’s parents had no understanding of photography and
would encourage her to pursue a
different career for her future.
She never outgrew her real passion, so she willingly took two
courses of photography back to
back in high school. She then began to hang out with her trusted
older brothers and their friends
and was exposed to the real world;
from concerts, to lowriders, graffiti, and drugs. Once she graduated high school, Wendy immediately decided to move out of her
parents house to be independent and focus on the things that made
her happy without any limitations, and she did exactly that.
She did some traveling, explored more art and music but had her
ups and downs with housing situations for a whole decade
while living in numerous places. Wendy never lost hope and

was always persistent on one day living in a comfortable environment where she can be herself & continue to pursue her
passion.
In 2006, Wendy was living in
South Central LA, in a miniature sized bedroom with hardwood floors, and no bed but
would sleep on a couch inside her
room. Wendy’s interest in street
photography increased dramatically when she lived there, and
eventually she met several graffiti
writers.
She enjoyed documenting creative individuals, but her mentality to use the streets as an open
platform to express herself at any
given time is what made her click
with the culture of graffiti. From
that time on, she began documenting the streets more heavily and
was able to relate to graffiti writers for their like-minded lifestyle
on making the streets their open
canvas to create.
Throughout the years, Wendy’s
documentation has gotten more
intense in the streets and has been
exposed to some situations that
most people would not dare to be
in. Wendy Random is now strictly
a full time photographer, traveler, and a freelance writer working
out of Chicago. She is constantly growing with her passion and
hopes she can continue inspiring others with her ambition to create unforgettable lifelong images for the world. She uses her vision to stop moments in time through an image, and raises awareness on what the reality really is.
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Bass Coast
Festival
by JAY MORRIS
photos: GLEN McLELLAND

Seven years ago on a trip through Europe while attending a drum and bass Festival half way around the world on
a beach in Spain, my former partner and I met two Canadians from Vancouver B.C. At a festival that was dominantly British and European, we formed a mutual connection over drinks and music. While getting to know this
couple, we began to talk about our travels and some of the things that interested us beside drum and bass. For
those who understand Junglist culture, it’s easily said that its one built on a passion for the music. So when the
two started to tell us about this gathering on a river in Canada that touched the edge of deep bass driven music, I
was immediately engaged. Thus the following year in 2012 I took a leap and jumped on a flight to Vancouver to
meet the couple and see first hand how the Canadians were doing it.
There is an indescribable feeling that is invoked when we are thrust out of our natural element, when we discover
a place that allows us the freedom of expression to find the obscure and magnificent sides of ourselves. This profound enlightenment can result from any number of situations, however one festival that did exactly that for me
was Bass Coast Music & Arts Festival. Tucked away in the mountains of British Columbia, this unique gathering has shone as a beacon of inspiration among a convoluted array of mainstream festivals now plaguing North
America. Upon my first visit my life changed for the better. Coming from Southern California the birth place
of the Do Lab, Symbiosis, Lucidity, and countless other gatherings along the West Coast, Bass Coast delivered
something special and unique.
Detouring from a traditional corporate mindset, the agenda that is Bass Coast is one that allows for people to experience and discover themselves in a safe, welcoming environment. This year marks a decade for the gem in the
Pacific Northwest, a major accomplishment to say the least. With the momentum building over the last nine years,
Bass Coast has undoubtedly been making waves domestically and globally and the vibrations generated from here
can be felt reverberating tough all facets of British Columbia’s art and music communities. A grass roots brand
founded by Andrea Ghram and Liz Thompson in 2009 has been the birth place for a diverse and mindful following creating waves of change across all landscapes.
Since our first visit six years ago, we have watched the organization as well as the people who support the event
ascend to new and immeasurable heights. With microscopic attention to every aspect, there is rarely anything that
is left out of sorts. From a niche musical lineup focused on left of center bass music, to underground techno, this
has stood as the entryway for many emerging artists to be heard and hosts an educational agenda that rivals the
early days of Lighting in a Bottle. Bass Coast has also acted as a platform for many of the... (Cont., on pg. 33)

social discussions trending today in both music, dance, and wellness. In conjunction with a pristine intimate
venue, Bass Coast limits its capacity to keep a relatively close knit atmosphere where people can still connect on
a personal level.
In the early years Bass Coast hosted a small number of areas and touched only the edge of bass music and drum
and bass. The event has now evolved in both production and talent, now hosting artists and performers on four
stages. They have done an immaculate job of expanding on all levels. Obtaining the industries more unknown
international leaders and launching them into the North American festival spotlight. Artist such as Dbridge, Machinedrum, Jack Sparrow, Mat the Alien, Addison Groove, Commodo, Jubilee, G Jones, J Kenzo, Sam Binga, Om
Unit, Sinistarr, and Doctor Jeep have helped expose a new audience of people to the deeper and more up tempo
sounds.
“I feel that music plays an integral role in allowing people to connect with each other. It’s often referred to as the
inverse language and these days i find that is more and more poignant” Andrea tells us. “Society is living in a
digital age that isolates people physically yet connects people globally. It seems we are collectively searching for
ways to connect beyond the internet, and music draws people together at festivals for ways to connect beyond the
internet, and music draws people together at festivals, gatherings, and shows. On a global scale, artist are able to
share their music online and connect with fans and other artists from around the world”
With a hands on approach to curating music, a thriving bass music community has continued to flourish in
Vancouver and surrounding cities. Bass Coast as a platform has helped propel many local artists into the North
American and European festival scenes. The Funk Hunters, Mat the Alien, and The Librarian can now be found
on countless festival lineups in the US and Canada, while artist like J.F. Kill & Erski (aka Levrige), Greezus,
and Abstract Sonace have become regulars of Outlook Festival. The relaxed environment of exult to numerous
acts such as Daega Sound, Shah DJs, Braisone, Taal Mala, now all find themselves to be regulars of neighboring
events and festivals.
With countless festivals incorporating a workshop aspect to their events, what helps keep Bass Coast unique is the
wide rage of new speakers throughout the years. This year the festival will host over 50 workshops ranging from
education, harm reduction, movement, and self-help. Keeping the festival under 5,000 attendees this has allowed
for a much more personal place to connect. Many of the discussions are held in the early part of the day when the
stages are silent, helping to create a learning atmosphere in a natural setting. This, in my opinion, makes them
significantly more impactful than a conventional classroom could ever be. With an attention to creating a knowledgable demographic, these open discussions are supported in a non-judgmental space, removing the awkward
social stigma.

“Bass Coast” strives to inspire people in attendance to discover their own creativity. We do this by creating opportunities from people in attendance to for people to interact, weather its through the stage environments workshops
installations surprise performances or movement classes. our music programing offers something for everyone,
yet they may not be familiar with all the names on the the lineup. Bass Coast provides an excellent opportunity to
discover new sounds, to meet new friends, and to join an inclusive community that is open minded and friendly.
We are all Bass Coast.” This nonjudgmental environment has allowed for so many of those attending bass coast
to connect to a deeper belief of self worth and place for those to understand the possibilities of social betterment
on a local level.
From the surface upon arriving to Bass Coast seven years ago I was blown away by the environment, in a pristine setting along a rushing river, Bass Coast was a diamond in the rough. Since relocating to a new location that
has been extremely accommodating to the vision of Bass Coast the core principles of what makes this festival so
amazing has not really changed. Seven years ago it was a place that was new to me however the inspiration that it
created has been one of the single most impactful experiences of my adult life. Watching how a community functions, co-creates, and uplifts one another Bass Coast helped redirect my entire life focus.
I have come to find on so many levels after visiting year after year that what makes this truly a remarkable and
unique gathering capable of inspiring those looking for it, is the foundation. Built by a team of people who love
every aspect of what they contribute is the core of what permeates throughout the festival and all year in the local
communities. An environment that was shaped on love has quite possibly been the one thing that influences each
person in attendance. Weather it is a love of ones self or the workshops needed to help propel people into new
directions, love of the music provided by people who are dedicated to their sound has helped motivate even the
most insecure to dance. Complemented by art and installations that provoke the most innocent child like curiosity
the core value of love seems to be prevalent in all aspects of Bass Coast.
This year was once again another sell out crowd, showcase many artsit old and new. With ten years under the belt
its clear there is no end insight. Congratulations to Bass Coast for a decade on a decade of dance and community
building on so many levels.
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Cannabis
Cali
by GABRIELLA GREENE

In the 19th century, California had swarms of visitors that it attracted who were hoping to get rich off of the
Gold Rush, and now in the 21st century, there is the Green Rush, the era of marijuana. Since 1931, states in the
US have prohibited marijuana, using propaganda and fear to criminalize the plant, and in the 1950s, the federal
government stated that marijuana was just as dangerous as substances like cocaine, and federal prison sentences
were imposed. The counterculture of the 1960s embraced marijuana, and with the ideal climate, natural conditions
and agricultural resources, marijuana cultivation in California evolved into an empire of green, specifically in
Northern California. The Emerald Triangle, a region in Northern California which consists of Humboldt, Trinity
& Mendocino counties have been the nations hub of cultivation, with estimations that California grows 70-80% of
marijuana distributed in the US. Now marijuana has become legalized recreationally in California, in 2016 voters
statewide passed Proposition 64, and on January 1, 2018, recreational marijuana became legal statewide. But is
marijuana actually legal now? Or has it just been monopolized?
With taxes reaching an astronomical 34.5% for recreational marijuana, California residents have become disillusioned with the influx of taxes on a medicinal plant. Medical patients who are looking for the biggest tax break can
obtain a medical card from the state of California, however they must give up their right to bear arms. And so, the
black market continues to boom, the tax profits that were the estimations of the first quarter of 2018, were far below what was predicted, which only points to the fact that people have begun to steer away from purchasing heavily taxed marijuana, and perhaps are cultivating on their own, or are continuing to support black market grows.
There have been rumours that California legislative will meet to discuss lowering taxes, but for now business
owners, growers, professionals and consumers in the cannabis industry are anxious. Even non-profit organizations
who supply medicinal marijuana to patients for free or at a very low cost, will also have to pay hefty business
taxes, but many in the cannabis industry are continuing to try to find loopholes, instead of lose their businesses.
What will the future of cannabis in California hold? Will it prosper and evolve, or will it fall into the hands of
Monsanto, pharmaceutical corporations and tobacco industries? With as many healing properties that cannabis contains, there’s at least 85 cannabinoids in the plant that have been documented to contain medical value,
California should value this evidence and continue to cultivate cannabis as organically as possibly to further
medical breakthroughs. The golden state has always paved the way for marijuana in the US, in 1995, Prop 215
was passed by California voters, which enabled medical patients to obtain medical marijuana. As the 1st state to
legalize medical marijuana, California allowed patients to seek alternative, holistic therapy. Although the move
was considered controversial, because of the classification of cannabis as a Schedule 1 controlled substance by
the federal government, California began to lead the way nationwide for states to accept medical marijuana for
its healing attributes. The federal government has consistently tried to wield power over states rule, but in April
the current federal administration announced it would be abandoning the pursuit of marijuana in states that it had
been legalized.

It’s fascinating to realize that over a century ago marijuana was outlawed, and now it’s been legalized in California. We’re living in a time with designer weed in meticulous packaging, connoisseur celebrity growers, and
billboards plastered around cities to tell us what we already know, we can buy weed now. But we have to pay
disheartening taxes, and not smoke in public places, or grow more than a certain amount of plants, or do this, or
do that. So no, it actually hasn’t been legalized, it’s just been decriminalized. For all those serving long prison sentences for marijuana distribution, we’re looking forward to their marijuana convictions being reduced and hopefully erased, because marijuana is an incredible plant that will continue to make strides in science, and humanity,
and maybe this plant might be the secret to world peace, or most likely world hunger, who knows, but we should
we let it grow in peace. Also, you should let your parents know, that money really does grow on trees, and in the
Emerald Triangle, there’s a lot of them.

SKEPTICAL
e n j o y

t h i s

t r i p

by JAY MORRIS

At the moment, things are larger than life for Skeptical and as the world clamors for the new album, we managed to catch up with
Skeppy for lunch during his whirlwind tour throughout North America alongside SP:MC. After numerous delays leaving San Francisco
International airport and finally arriving in sunny Los Angeles, we popped down to one of our favorite restaurants in south Venice for
an extended lunch and some cold beer to talk a little about the recent tour highlights and gain some insight on the long awaited album.
“This is your fourth tour of the states, how has this tour shaped up compared to the others, and have you found it more enjoyable with
SP MC along for the ride?” we ask.
“Its been a lot of fun, we have met quite a lot of new faces and people seem to really respond to the music at the moment,” replies Ash.
“It’s been nice having Stu, traveling gets to be a bit quiet between gigs so it has been nice to help mix it up.”
“There seemed to be a lot of stops along the tour, was this your longest trip through the states?”
“I’ve been on the road about 26 days, which is definitely my longest time in North America, and I did have a few days off in-between.
I had a really nice time in Vancouver, that was the last show with SP. I stayed a couple days to check out the city before heading back
to San Fran for a few days, of which was much needed before heading down for my last gig in Columbia; then back home next week.”
“North America is a big place with a lot of really different scenes pushing genre specific nights, how was the response so far, which cities
were most responsive?”
“Everywhere has been great honestly,” he responds, “but I’d have to say New York and Colorado really went off. Vancouver was amazing as well.”
“Do you think Vancouver responded well to SP? They are somewhat known to not receive most MC’s too well.”
Upon reflection, he states, “I feel it went on really good, Stu is great at what he does and never gets in the way of the music too much,
but it did seem to go on great. He also played a DJ set too, so yea I think they really appreciated the music.”
“With your career really taking off after ‘Marka’, things seem to have plateaued with your music. Do you think that the album is going
to boost you back in the spotlight?”
“The response has been great, pre-orders are off the charts and the previews seem to have been well received” he pronounces with a
knowing nod. “Booking-wise it’s a little sparse in July, which I am quite ok with. I can’t wait to relax over summer with the misses, but
the rest of summer is looking slammed into August as festival season is well underway,” adding, “As much as I like a few weeks off,
after a couple of weeks laying about the house I am always ready to get back in it.”
Lunch winds to a close and we move our conversation to the boardwalk for some ocean air and seal sightings. As the conversation shifts
back to music, we carefully inquire, “Why has the album taken so long to get out?”

In 2018 with drum & bass on an uncontested rise back to the mainstream spotlight, the scene is inspiringly healthier than ever both in
Europe and North America. This steady push of all styles of bass music is once again charging sound systems and vibrating dance floors
from the furthest reaches of the globe. In a competitive musical movement such as drum and bass, there is never a shortage of DJ’s and
producers bidding for the spotlight. Undoubtedly D&B remains relatively a “good ole boys club”, with credit and recognition only regarded to those who consistently and masterfully push their sound; and one name on everyone’s mind this year is Ashley Tinsdale, also
known as Skeptical.
No stranger to the limelight, Skeptical has been a familiar face to the front lines of drum and bass for many years. His innovative approach has earned releases on some of biggest labels such as Ingredients, Cylon, Renegade Hardware, Samurai, 31 Recordings, Exit
Records, Soul:r, and Metalheadz. His signature sound has evolved with the years as he remains a pillar in shaping current 170 trends. A
long way from his first releases in 2009 and 2010 on Ingredients, and possibly his most notable tune “Marka” with Dub Phizix finally
taking the back seat, he embarked on the task of putting together his long awaited album.
As a producer, Skeptical’s trademark style and introspective attitude has helped define his sound over the years and earned him a prestigious spot in the ranks of the Exit Records camp. Founded by dBridge, the label encompasses a wide range of highly distinguished artists
such as Alix Perez, Fracture, Fixate, Calibre, Sinistarr, Stray of Ivy Lab, Om Unit, and Mark System to name a few; undoubtedly the
perfect place for Skeptical’s new album Enjoy This Trip. Well regarded as one of the most esteemed labels in D&B, Exit is often viewed
as the holy grail for the left of center elite. With drum and bass currently saturated by new emerging artists and reproduced techniques,
this unique collection of structured beats from one of the most dangerous beat makers in the game has undoubtedly been rattling minds
and sound systems on all continents.

With a slight grin, Ash responds, “Life really.. after ‘Marka’ things really took off, I started to become really busy with gigs and traveling; it’s really time consuming. I’ve also had a few releases in-between then and now, which also consumed a fair amount of my time.
For a good while I was also still helping my dad with his business, so I’ve always just been really busy. It never seemed like the right
time, or like I had enough time.”
“Do you feel that this album represents where you are at in your life at this current time, or is the music more representative of different
periods in time?”
With a puzzled look and brief pause, he replies, “The album honestly took five years… There are some tunes on there that I’ve had finished since ‘Marka’.” As he thinks a bit deeper on it, he noted, “I feel that the tunes represent different time periods in my life. I suppose
thats why it’s called Enjoy This Trip. It’s been such a long ride. So to better answer you, I guess it better represents different periods in
my life, different periods on the journey, ya know.”
“Are there any tunes that are your favorite on the album,” we ask, “or tunes that reflect what you were going through at the time they
were written?”
“Enjoy This Trip is probably the most interesting and different bit on the album,” he muses, with a pondering gaze, “‘Violet’, really
means a lot to me, it was made at a really tough time in my life. My nan had just passed, and when I started the tune I used a lot of old
records that she had given me. It’s really a nice tune and the last of the album.”

After listening to the album, its apparent that musically there is a story behind the LP. With some of the tunes made in years past, there is
a strong reflection of style and development. For those who have followed the progression of Skeptical over the years, there are obvious
elements incorporated that are representative of other releases. One of our favorites off the album, “Pitch Black”, carries a feel of his
early days on Exit and Samurai.
With tasteful autonomic characteristics, the tune has an updated feel with stripped back baselines and snappy drums. It upholds the essence of left-center beats.
Moving the album along, “Duck Soup” and “Elevators” could quite possibly push “Marka” to the side. These tear out tunes push right
to the front-lines, cutting deep into the trenches of a saturated industry. These two monsters bring to the forefront the ascension he has
been developing over the years. With diverse textures from front to back adorned with extraterrestrial basslines, these tunes are surely
to be rinsed, pulled back, and caned on all continents.
With life moving at what may seem like a million beats per minute these days, the need for reflection, time, space, and self love, are more
prevelant than ever. With a masterful composition Skeptical provides these through all facets of the album. Be sure to check out Enjoy
This Trip, now out on EXIT Records. You can catch up with Skeptical at Sequences Festival, Boomtown, Shambhala, Dimensions, Outlook, Sun & Bass, and many more events for the next chapter in what is sure to be an amazing journey.

EG: Integral has always been about pushing the deeper more underground sides of drum and bass, trying to find the real gems in the rough.
With Integral we really try to focus on finding the new cats who are trying to come up and help them develop along the way. Zula and Glen
do a really nice job of helping them find their individual groove with the label. I feel thats what integral has always been about. Right now
we are celebrating our ten year anniversary. At the moment, we are just going from string to string, signing more and more tunes; there was
defiantly a lull over the years, but Integral has always been releasing quality over quantity. Right now we have some really great new guys
on board such as Satl, Dawn Wall, Mohican Sun, and an internal project between Phil Tangent and Philth called philosophy.
How did you become involved in Electronic music?

by GABRIELLA GREENE

EG: I started originally in jungle and drum and bass and I’ve been doing for about 20 years now. Kind of dug into house and techno for a
little bit. I moved to London 8 years ago and thats when i met Tali. She was originally from New Zealand, and I’m also from New Zealand.
We had only met in London and we decided to create a mix and thats when Soul Side Sessions was born. So right now, we are just trying
to integrate that with integral
How long have you guys been doing soul side sessions ?
EG: We have been identifying it as Soul Side Sessions for about 5-6 years now, but the response has been absolutely amazing. It was completely natural how it came to be. I deejayed at Tali’s birthday party, she has watched me play at a shapeshifter afterparty, so she approached
me with “I really like your tunes. I really like you vibe. Would you like to come play my birthday party?” and from there she asked if i
would want to do a mix together. It really just took off from there, and we sort of created this brand together and mix after mix we started
to get a worldwide following. So we have done a couple tours around Europe, its a bit niche but its been really solid.
Where would you like to see your solo projects go?
EG: This is a side passion project. I work as a fashion designer by day, the music has always been a hobby, but always a massive massive
passion of mine. I’ve always moonlit as a DJ. We did Sun & Bass last year and this year is going to be our tenth session, we have a lot
of fans that want some merch and we are going to do number ten and hopefully look at touring some of the festivals with Soul Side and
Integral. Mostly trying to push things to the next level.

10 YEARS OF
In a modern musical landscape rapidly changing with just a click of the mouse, it’s become increasingly more difficult to locate music labels both in and out of drum & bass that remain consistent in driving distinct style and sounds. One boutique label who masterfully curates a
consistent vibration of deep introspective fluidity combined with uplifting sound textures is Integral Records. Established in the mid-2000’s
by Glenn Herweijer and Zula Warner, most recognized for their Artificial Intelligence drum and bass project has become a highly regarded
as one of the premier record companies within the Liquid drum and bass community. Currently the founders are celebrating ten years of
Integral with a compilation that was comprised of the industries biggest names; spotlighting the past, present, and future of Integral.
Over the years Integral has become recognized by the global community for the substance in their musical output as well who they are
within the organization. With a relatively small team pushing the label, one of the hardest working people behind the scenes of integral is
Emma G. Decorated by a dedication to the music, she has easily been the driving force in helping take the label to new heights. Wearing
multiple hats and balancing heavy workloads, the last few years have seen tremendous growth from the label rapidly developing some of
the freshest names in drum and bass. While on tour we got to catch up with Emma to understand a little bit more about the current focus of
the label and the success of her personal projects as well.
How long have you been involved with Integral?
Emma G: Originally I was a collector of the records long before I knew who was involved in the label and producing them. I became more
involved with Integral when I relocated to the U.K., I kind of got together with Glen and Zula and learned a little more about what they
were doing, Over time as they became increasingly busy with their Artificial Intelligence project and gigs, they began to feel they needed
someone to step in and manage the thing with the company and also to help take the label where they wanted it to go.
What is your current involvement with the label?
EG: I am currently the label manager, but I do everything from graphic design of the main art work, to liasion with distribution, public
relations, and some Artist Relations with Glenn and Zula. As a group we are always trying to bring artists in, we are always looking for
new cats to come and join the label so between the three of us, we work do develop the talent. Once we all vibe on the music, we work on
signing it and creating a release schedule. I am the person who oversees making everything happen from there really.
What is the label trying to focus on at the moment?
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WRITERS CORNER
by Marcus Suarez

Where are you originally from and where is home base?
Born and raised in LA. Grew up in the early 90’s painting in LA.
Has painting become a full time job? If so what are you doing to remain motivated with graffiti?
Painting has been full time since I first started it never really stopped. The only difference now is I’m getting paid for
it. What’s keeping me motivated? Illegal graffiti is just something I enjoy doing with my friends and keeps a good
bond between us, thats what I enjoy about it.
Fundamentally what do you try and uphold every time you paint. Do you feel what you are painting is a reflection
of yourself or how you want to be perceived?
A lot has changed for me in the last year or so, I’ve actually pushed the envelope of what I am painting these days.
Right now I would say it is a good reflection of what I am doing. Right now i am at the greatest point I’ve come to
in graffiti. I’m starting to paint portraits my attention to detail is there. My illegal graffiti its been a long process. I’m
really happy with where I’m at right now. But every year that I paint I’m happy with myself with what I paint moving
forward. I feel like the further I get the happier I am. When I am not moving I feel like I’m at a stand still. When I look
back at my flicks from ten years ago, I feel like damn that shit is toy but if you were to ask me ten years ago I would
say “yea this is dope”. I really have to applaud people who paint the same throw-up or the same outlines, more concerned with numbers but for I me know if I don’t feel like I’m progressing than I feel like I am stale and I am just not
ok with that. If you were to pull up a timeline of my graffiti career you’ll see it never really stayed still. I think there
were times when I was applying similar concepts. Where I am at now I’m very happy with what I am doing, and in the
next few years I’m trying to focus on my art career doing more big walls, and getting paid for what I do.
Passport Stamps? Over the last few years you seem to have been traveling more what are some of the countries you
checked out?
I have this theory now, “If you don’t shit in your own backyard, everything is good.” I never paint where I live and the
reason why is I don’t need that attention. So my outlet for that is just to travel. So simultaneously with that approach
you kill two birds with one stone, you’re getting out there you’re traveling the world and you’re painting.
I lived in Australia for almost four years and had a really amazing time there. More recently
last year I went to Germany, Switzerland, Italy, and Morocco. That was a pretty
amazing trip.

NAME: Yanoe DTS RTF OHB.
AGE: Old enough to be around
before digital cameras.
YEARS PAINTING: 28.

Clean trains or Freight trains?
Clean trains! The adrenaline rush behind a clean train is just, unmatched. Having to sus out a spot and figure out how
to get in, figure out the timeline of the drivers and everything to the adrenaline that is involved. You can’t ever compare
the two.
There has been a small resurgence of North American writers starting to paint clean trains domestically, do you
think it will continue to be a trend or remain somewhat in the shadows?
I definitely think its starting to pick up right now, I just witnessed multiple whole cars driving on different lines running
through New York simultaneously and I don’t think that has been done in a long time. I feel that now a lot of American
writers are starting to realize how big the clean train scene is and starting to actually commit themselves to that. A lot
of younger writers that I’m meeting now a days are starting to commit themselves to that specifically, the little homie
KONQR, doing just that. The crew that I am from, DTEES is a clean train crew so a lot of my influence around me is
clean train related, the crew is split between the U.S. and Australia with a few people in Europe. I learned a lot of clean
train stuff while I was in Australia.
How did the relationship with Ironlak come to be, and how has it helped push you as a writer?
I honestly don’t think I would have painted as much, being as old as I am, if I didn’t have my paint sponsor, hahaha.
I mean paints expensive man and I’m a little too old to be racking. But my relationship with them, I definitely hold in
the highest regard. I was living in Australia which is where it was from, in 2009 and became good friends with them,
most of the DTEES’ are on the IronLak team, so it was really a natural bond there. A lot of people don’t actually know
this but I opened up the very first IronLak store in LA, it was called IronLax Los Angeles, so the whole thing was really
natural and I hope to continue supporting them.
Are there any writers that are really pushing the envelope locally and worldwide?
I would say yes, if I had to name a few.. I would say the whole LOL crew, PEMEX is a killer the dude travels the world
and kills it. KONQR is another one. BLUES he just got down for DTEES, my boy URGE is a clean train beast, I don’t
know anyone that has painted more clean trains than that dude.
I think a big difference now is the internet, so we have a lot more connection to what is happening on a global scale,
and I think globally I’ve never seen a crew like 1UP. I’ve never seen that, they have been around forever and continue
to be a global dominance as far as crews go.
The digital graffiti landscape has undoubtedly connected more people but do you think it is helpful to the growth
of scenes or playing them out?
I think its a little bit of both. I think originality has been thrown out the window these days with new up & coming
graffiti writers, they have this “internet” to just steal stuff from which we didn’t have when I was growing up, but at
the same time I think its giving a platform to a lot of people who I think deserve a boost in who they are and what they
are doing and that is something that wasn’t tangible before. Before it wasn’t possible to have a global reach without it.
When I was growing up we had magazines that we would get from as far as New York and they were all paper magazines. The scene was very limited from what you saw, and now its kinda like just an immense amount of information,
people and talent.
It’s pretty apparent that the younger generation of graffiti writers have different values than the older generations.
Do you feel that the new wave of writers have been innovating graffiti lately?
I don’t know about that, a lot has changed since I was a kid. There was this tight form of crew that existed. Now being
a bit older that has kinda dissipated a bit with everyone growing up and doing their own thing so its kind of hard to
relate to a younger generation. That’s how you knew who your friends were. I feel like the younger generation of writers could learn a few things but I kind of like sitting back and watching the mayhem. I enjoy watching it, it reminds
me of when I was growing up. My whole train of thought was I just have to go crazier than everyone to make a name.
I grew up doing bridges and spell outs just to one up the next guy.
I don’t think there has really been the “next push” in america, there hasn’t really been the next Augor, not just because he is my friend but because he did stuff that was unheard of at the time in america. There are slight hints of it
here and there with drone graffiti but I feel like you are seeing it breaking ground over seas.
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But yea as far as Americans, I think the INDECLINE guys are really doing some dope shit and think way outside the
box. Mainstream guys like BANKSY are he’s doing a really great job of making people look. You can’t hate on that.
I think its about making people look and not just graffiti writers, I mean the whole point when I was a kid was about
making people look. There was an interview that I did when I was like 16 years old and the question was “why do you
paint the spots that you do” and my response was “I just want the normal dude to look up and be like how the fuck did
that shit happen! Like what the fuck is going on?”
So I think for that to happen now its going to move more to a political thing, where its coming back to that in order for
it to make an impact.
Any plans for the rest of the year, future travels?
Im thinking about making a trip towards the end of the year maybe to Belgium, Switzerland and Germany. I try not to
go back to the same places twice but I just had such a good time on that trip. I feel like it is really worth going again. I
have a lot of really good friends there. My homie boogie is just an amazing dude so Im leaning to get back over there
soon. As far as what I have going on... getting paid to do graffiti back in the day was just unheard of when I was a kid.
To think about where it’s at now... Id just like to get paid for what I love to do. So I just want to continue going down
that path and support my family while doing what I love.
Last Salutes.
My whole crew DTEES, RTL, Dimer, There, Abels, Pugs, OHBs, Amuse, Merlot, my boy bogie, Zoo, Krayola, 2shay,
Tahoe, Augor, I could just keep going I have 28 years in man and I just have a lot of people that I hold in a high regards.

Words: Staff

LEVRIGE

@levrige_beats
www.soundcloud.com/levrige
Comprised of Erski & JF Killah the duo known as Levrige have been making a serious ruckus in the Canadian drum&bass scene for years. Both well regarded DJ’s they have now merged their solo projects to
create a new alias that challenges the traditional drum&bass mold. With releases on Hospital, Vandal LTD,
Affect-Recordings, East Van Digital, Black Tuna Recordings, and most recently Shadow Trix Music they
have steadily been gaining ground. With a thriving music scene in Vancouver their unique approach to
production has gained them notice from many of the promoters in B.C. and other parts of Canada as earned
them billings at international festivals such as Outlook Festival & Bamboo Bass Festival. This year they are
set to play a debut set at Shambhala Music Festival. Their new 8 track EP titled “Switchboard” is out now on Shadow Trix Music. Be sure to check in
with them and stay tuned for some West Coast flavors from the duo Levrige.

ITOA

@itoamusic
www.soundcloud.com/itoa
Exit records always seems to be on the cutting edge, scouting for the up-n-coming trend setters and the
new kid on the block. Itoa is shaping up to be exactly that. A new face to the ranks, Itoa is poised to release
one of the most interesting directions on Exit for quite some time. With most of the other artists now holding their own it seems as though the boys at the prestigious label are making room for another young gun
hungry to earn his spot. With his latest release out in late July; Exit078 - Ever Orbit, a four track EP that
showcased what this young hitter is bringing to the plate. With bookings trickling in he is certainly gaining
some traction and this is one name to keep an eye on. A familiar face to some; he seemed to pop up over
night, with gigs and radio shows throughout the U.K. he has been breaking into new ground and opening up new territory in some interesting locations
such as Greece (not really known for a dnb/ bass music scene) and most recently at bass-palace in Kazakhstan. Be sure to check in with the Itoa on all
form of social media.

ZERE

@zere_drum
www.soundcloud.com/zere-dnb

Originally from Cleveland, Ohio. Zere has rapidly become the golden boy of Randall’s Mac2 Recordings
label. Regarded as one of the most consistent producers Zere brings a stylized approach that seems somewhat foreign to Los Angeles. With releases on Soul Deep Recordings, Chronic Recordings, and DSCI4
earning him notoriety on a global scale, the sky is the limit. With Support reaching through all facets of the
drum&bass industry, artists such as Bryan Gee, DJ Hype, Friction, Trace... to name a few, have been rinsing his music. With a few tours around the states along side American Veterans Dave Owen & Jaybee in his
corner, Zere is now finding himself preparing for his first european tour making his debut at Sun and Bass
2018 on a MAC2 Label night. With massive support and the right people giving him a proper junglist education Ric Zere is carving his own path among
a snake pit of new producers and tastefully taking no prisoners. Be sure to check in with Zere on all forms of social media as well as a city near you.
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